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inspration
I was inspired by skyscrapers and the industrialization
process of the inner city. I come from a beach town so I
never had the opportunity to be surrounded by
skyscrapers until later in my life when I moved to
Richmond. When I first took a walk through the Downtown
Richmond I remember the overwhelming claustrophobic
feeling I got from having so my large buildings hovering
over me in such a close proximity. I also remember being
very disoriented from my inability to navigate via
landmarks because most skyscrapers look the same.
Yet in all my confusion I found myself captivated by the
beautiful colors created by the rays of the sun reflecting off
of these large structures of glass.

Block print
I initially conceptualized
my pattern as a block
print. But upon carving
the linoleum block and
after a few test prints I
realize that there was a lot
of limitation that comes
with block printing.
I realized that these
limitations such as line
weights and color
application would not lend
themselves well to my
pattern so I sought out
other methods of creating
my pattern.

Carved Linoleum Block
Block test prints with acrylic

digital print
I then decided to create
the pattern as a digital
pattern because it possed
many benefits that the
hand block print did not.
The digital print allowed
me to quickly experiment
with different geometries
and colorways in ways
that the block print would
not. The digital print also
let me play around with
different scales which
helped me to land on a
slimmer more elongated
pattern to emphasize the
extreme verticality of
skyscrapers

Geometry study

Color contrast study

Final print

2 1/4” H x 5” V repeat

Final 24x60 print

